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Abstract 24 

It is unclear to what extent sensory processing areas are involved in the maintenance of 25 

sensory information in working memory (WM). Previous studies have thus far relied on 26 

finding neural activity in the corresponding sensory cortices, neglecting potential activity-27 

silent mechanisms such as connectivity-dependent encoding. It has recently been found that 28 

visual stimulation during visual WM maintenance reveals WM-dependent changes through a 29 

bottom-up neural response. Here, we test whether this impulse response is uniquely visual 30 

and sensory-specific. Human participants (both sexes) completed visual and auditory WM 31 

tasks while electroencephalography was recorded. During the maintenance period, the WM 32 

network was perturbed serially with fixed and task-neutral auditory and visual stimuli. We 33 

show that a neutral auditory impulse-stimulus presented during the maintenance of a pure 34 

tone resulted in a WM-dependent neural response, providing evidence for the auditory 35 

counterpart to the visual WM findings reported previously. Interestingly, visual stimulation 36 

also resulted in an auditory WM-dependent impulse response, implicating the visual cortex in 37 

the maintenance of auditory information, either directly, or indirectly as a pathway to the 38 

neural auditory WM representations elsewhere. In contrast, during visual WM maintenance 39 

only the impulse response to visual stimulation was content-specific, suggesting that visual 40 

information is maintained in a sensory-specific neural network, separated from auditory 41 

processing areas.  42 

Significance Statement 43 

Working memory is a crucial component of intelligent, adaptive behaviour. Our 44 

understanding of the neural mechanisms that support it has recently shifted: rather than being 45 

dependent on an unbroken chain of neural activity, working memory may rely on transient 46 

changes in neuronal connectivity, which can be maintained efficiently in activity-silent brain 47 
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states. Previous work using a visual impulse stimulus to perturb the memory network has 48 

implicated such silent states in the retention of line orientations in visual working memory. 49 

Here, we show that auditory working memory similarly retains auditory information. We also 50 

observed a sensory-specific impulse response in visual working memory, while auditory 51 

memory responded bi-modally to both visual and auditory impulses, possibly reflecting 52 

visual dominance of working memory.  53 
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Introduction 54 

Working memory (WM) is necessary to maintain information without sensory input, which is 55 

vital to adaptive behaviour. In spite of its important role, it is not yet fully clear how WM 56 

content is represented in the brain, or whether sensory information is maintained within a 57 

sensory-specific neural network. Previous research has relied on testing whether sensory 58 

cortices exhibit content-specific neural activity during maintenance. While this has indeed 59 

been shown for visual memories in occipital areas (e.g., Harrison & Tong, 2009) and, more 60 

recently, for auditory memories in the auditory cortex (Huang, Matysiak, Heil, König, & 61 

Brosch, 2016; Kumar et al., 2016; Uluç, Schmidt, Wu, & Blankenburg, 2018), WM-specific 62 

activity in the sensory cortex is not always present (Bettencourt & Xu, 2016), fuelling an 63 

ongoing debate over whether sensory cortices are necessary for WM maintenance (Scimeca, 64 

Kiyonaga, & D’Esposito, 2018; Xu, 2017). However, the neural WM network may not be 65 

solely based on measurable neural activity, and it has been proposed that information in WM 66 

may be maintained in an “activity-silent” network (Stokes, 2015) – for example, through 67 

changes in short-term connectivity (Mongillo, Barak, & Tsodyks, 2008). Potentially silent 68 

WM states should also be taken into account to better investigate the sensory-specificity 69 

account of WM.  70 

Silent network theories predict that its neural impulse response to external stimulation can be 71 

used to infer its  current state (Buonomano & Maass, 2009; Stokes, 2015). This has been 72 

shown in visual WM experiments, in which the evoked neural response from a fixed, neutral 73 

and task-irrelevant visual stimulus presented during the maintenance period of a visual WM 74 

task contained information about the contents of visual WM (Wolff, Ding, Myers, & Stokes, 75 

2015; Wolff, Jochim, Akyürek, & Stokes, 2017). This not only suggests that otherwise 76 

hidden processes can be illuminated, but also implicates the involvement of the visual cortex 77 

in the maintenance of visual information, even when no ongoing activity can be detected. It 78 
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has been suggested that this WM-dependent response profile might be not merely a by-79 

product of connectivity-dependent WM, but a fundamental mechanism that affords efficient 80 

and automatic readout of WM content through external stimulation (Myers et al., 2015).  81 

It remains an open question, however, whether information from other modalities in WM is 82 

similarly organized. If auditory WM depends on content-specific connectivity changes that 83 

include the sensory cortex, we would expect a network-specific neural response to external 84 

auditory stimulation. Furthermore, it may be hypothesized that sensory information need not 85 

necessarily be maintained in a network that is detached from other sensory processing areas. 86 

Direct connectivity (Eckert et al., 2008) and interplay (Iurilli et al., 2012; Martuzzi et al., 87 

2007) between the auditory and visual cortices, or areas where information from different 88 

modalities converges, such as the parietal and pre-frontal cortices (Driver & Spence, 1998; 89 

Stokes et al., 2013), raise the possibility that WM could exploit these connections even 90 

during maintenance of unimodal information. Content-specific impulse responses might be 91 

observed not only during sensory-specific but also sensory non-specific stimulation.  92 

In the present study, we tested whether WM-dependent impulse responses can be observed in 93 

visual and auditory WM, and whether that response is sensory specific. We measured 94 

electroencephalography (EEG) while participants performed visual and auditory WM tasks. 95 

We show that the evoked neural response of an auditory impulse stimulus reflects relevant 96 

auditory information maintained in WM. Visual perturbation also resulted in an auditory 97 

WM-dependent neural response, implicating both the auditory and visual cortices in auditory 98 

WM. By contrast, visual WM content could only be decoded after visual, but not auditory 99 

perturbation, suggesting that visual information is maintained in a sensory-specific visual 100 

WM network with no evidence for a WM-related interplay with the auditory cortex. 101 

Materials and Methods 102 
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Participants 103 

Thirty healthy adults (12 female, mean age 21 years, range 18-31 years) were included in the 104 

main analyses of the auditory WM experiment and 28 healthy adults (11 female, mean age 21 105 

years, range 19-31 years) of the visual WM experiment. Three additional participants in the 106 

auditory WM experiment and 8 additional participants in the visual WM experiment were 107 

excluded during pre-processing due to excessive eye movements (more than 30% of impulse 108 

epochs contaminated). The exclusion criterion and resulting minimum number of trials for 109 

the multivariate pattern analysis were similar to our previous study (Wolff et al., 2017). 110 

Participants received either course credits or monetary compensation (8€ an hour) for 111 

participation and gave written informed consent. Both experiments were approved by the 112 

Departmental Ethical Committee of the University of Groningen (approval number: 16109-S-113 

NE).  114 

Apparatus and Stimuli 115 

Stimuli were controlled by Psychtoolbox, a freely available toolbox for Matlab. Visual 116 

stimuli were generated with Psychtoolbox and presented on a 17-inch (43.18 cm) CRT screen 117 

running at 100 Hz refresh rate and a resolution of 1280 by 1024 pixels. Auditory stimuli were 118 

generated with the freely available software Audacity and were presented with stereo 119 

Logitech computer speakers. The intensity of all tones was adjusted to 70 dB SPL at a fixed 120 

distance of 60 cm between speakers and participants in both experiments. All tones had 10 121 

ms ramp up and ramp down time. Responses were collected with a custom two-button 122 

response box, connected via a USB interface. 123 

The memory items used in the auditory WM experiment were 8 pure tones, ranging from 270 124 

Hz to 3055 Hz in steps of half an octave. The probes in the auditory experiment were 16 pure 125 
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tones that were one-third of an octave higher or lower than the corresponding auditory 126 

memory items.  127 

The memory items used in the visual WM experiment were 8 sine-wave gratings with 128 

orientations of 11.25° to 168.75° in steps of 22.5°. The visual probes were 16 sine-wave 129 

gratings that were rotated 20° clockwise or counter-clockwise relative to the corresponding 130 

visual memory items. All gratings were presented at 20% contrast, with a diameter of 6.5° (at 131 

60 cm distance) and a spatial frequency of 1 cycle per degree. The phase of each grating was 132 

randomized within and across trials. 133 

The remaining stimuli were the same in both experiments. The retro-cue was a number (“1” 134 

or “2”) that subtended 0.7°. The visual impulse stimulus was a white circle with a diameter of 135 

12°. The auditory impulse was a complex tone consisting of the combination of all pure tones 136 

used as memory items in the auditory task. A grey background (RGB = 128, 128, 128) and a 137 

black fixation dot with a white outline (0.25°) were maintained throughout the trials. All 138 

visual stimuli were presented in the centre of the screen. 139 

Experimental Design 140 

The trial structure was the same in both experiments, as shown in Figure 1 (panels A and C). 141 

In both cases, participants completed a retro-cue WM task. Only the memory items and 142 

probes differed between experiments. Memory items and probes were pure tones in the 143 

auditory WM task and sine-wave gratings in the visual WM task. Each trial began with the 144 

presentation of a fixation dot, which stayed on the screen throughout the trial. After 1,000 ms 145 

the first memory item was presented for 200 ms. After a 700 ms delay the second memory 146 

item in the same modality as the first item was presented for 200 ms. Each memory item was 147 

selected randomly without replacement from a uniform distribution of 8 different tonal 148 

frequencies or grating orientations (see above) for the auditory and visual experiment, 149 
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respectively. After another delay of 700 ms, the retro-cue was presented for 200 ms, 150 

indicating to participants whether the first or second memory item would be tested at the end 151 

of the trial. After a delay of 1,000 ms the impulse stimuli (the visual circle and the complex 152 

tone) were presented serially for 100 ms each with a delay of 900 ms in-between. The order 153 

of the impulses was fixed for each participant but counter-balanced between participants. 154 

Impulse order was fixed within participants for two reasons: First, it removed the effect of 155 

surprise by making the order of events within trials perfectly consistent and predictable 156 

(Wessel & Aron, 2017), ensuring minimal intrusion by the impulse stimuli during the 157 

maintenance period. Second, random impulse order might have resulted in qualitatively 158 

different neural responses of each impulse, depending on when it was presented, due to 159 

different trial histories and elapsed maintenance duration at the time of impulse onset 160 

(Buonomano & Maass, 2009). This would have necessitated splitting the neural data by 161 

impulse order for the decoding analyses, resulting in reduced power. The probe stimulus 162 

followed 900 ms after the second impulse offset and was presented for 200 ms. In the 163 

auditory WM experiment the probe was a pure tone and the participant’s task was to indicate 164 

via button press on the response box whether the probe’s frequency was lower (left button) or 165 

higher (right button) than the cued memory item. In the visual task, the probe was another 166 

visual grating, and the participants indicated whether it was rotated counter-clockwise (left 167 

button) or clockwise (right button) relative to the cued memory item. The direction of the 168 

tone or tilt was selected randomly without replacement from a uniform distribution. After 169 

each response, a smiley face was shown for 200 ms, which indicated whether the response 170 

was correct or incorrect. The next trial began automatically after a randomized, variable delay 171 

of 700-1,000 ms after response input. Each experiment consisted of 768 trials in total and 172 

lasted approximately 2 hours. 173 
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 174 

Figure 1. Task structure and behavioural performance 175 

(A) Trial schematic of auditory task. Two randomly selected pure tones (270 Hz to 3055 Hz) 176 

were serially presented and a retro-cue indicated which of those tones would be tested at the 177 

end of the trial. In the subsequent delay, two irrelevant impulse stimuli (a complex tone and a 178 

white circle) were serially presented. At the end of each trial another pure tone was presented 179 

(the probe), and participants were instructed to indicate whether the frequency of the 180 

previously cued tone was higher or lower than the probe’s frequency. (B) The boxplot shows 181 

auditory task accuracy. Centre line indicates the median; box outlines show 25th and 75th 182 

percentiles, and whiskers indicate 1.5x the interquartile range. The superimposed circle and 183 

error bars indicate the mean and its 95% C.I., respectively. (C) Trial schematic of visual task. 184 

The trial structure was the same as in the auditory task. Instead of pure tones, memory items 185 

were randomly orientated gratings. The probe was another orientation grating, and 186 

participants were instructed to indicate whether the cued item’s orientation was rotated 187 
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clockwise or counter-clockwise relative to the probe’s orientation. (D) Visual task 188 

performance. 189 

 190 

EEG acquisition and pre-processing 191 

The EEG signal was acquired from 62 Ag/AgCls sintered electrodes laid out according to the 192 

extended international 10-20 system. An analog-to-digital TMSI Refa 8-64/72 amplifier and 193 

Brainvision recorder software were used to record the data at 1000 Hz using an online 194 

average reference. An electrode placed just above the sternum was used as the ground. 195 

Bipolar electrooculography (EOG) was recorded by electrodes placed above and below the 196 

right eye, and to the left and right of the left and right eye, respectively. The impedances of 197 

all electrodes were kept below 10 kΩ.  198 

Offline the data was down-sampled to 500 Hz and bandpass filtered (0.1 Hz high-pass and 40 199 

Hz low-pass) using EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004). The data was epoched relative to 200 

the onsets of the memory items (-150 ms to 900 ms) and to the onsets of the auditory and 201 

visual impulse stimuli (-150 to 500 ms). The signal’s variance across channels and trials was 202 

visually inspected using a visualization tool provided by the Matlab extension Fieldtrip 203 

(Oostenveld et al., 2010), and especially noisy channels were removed and replaced through 204 

spherical interpolation. This led to the interpolation of 1 channel in 3 participants and 2 205 

channels in 1 participant in the auditory WM task, and 1 channel in 5 participants and 5 206 

channels in 1 participant in the visual WM task. Noisy epochs were removed from all 207 

subsequent electrophysiological analyses. Epochs containing any artefacts related to eye 208 

movements were identified by visually inspecting the EOG signals and also removed from 209 

analyses. The following percentage of trials were removed for each epoch in the auditory 210 

WM experiment: item 1 epoch (M = 13.39%, SD = 6.08%), item 2 epoch (M = 9.28%, SD = 211 
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4.42%), auditory impulse epoch (M = 11.53%, SD = 7.03%), visual impulse epoch (M = 212 

9.81%, SD = 5.44%). The following percentage of trials were removed for each epoch in the 213 

visual WM experiment: item 1 epoch (M = 19.81%, SD = 5.91%), item 2 epoch (M = 214 

20.69%, SD = 5.88%), auditory impulse epoch (M = 18.51%, SD = 5.73%), visual impulse 215 

epoch (M = 19.33%, SD = 4.94%). 216 

Multivariate pattern analysis of neural dynamics 217 

We wanted to test if the electrophysiological activity evoked by the memory stimuli and 218 

impulse stimuli contained item-specific information. Since event-related potentials are highly 219 

dynamic, we used an approach that is sensitive to such changing neural activity within pre-220 

defined time-windows, by pooling relative voltage fluctuations over space (i.e., electrodes) 221 

and time. This approach has two key benefits: First, pooling information over time (in 222 

addition to space) multivariately can boost decoding accuracy (Grootswagers, Wardle, & 223 

Carlson, 2017; Nemrodov, Niemeier, Patel, & Nestor, 2018). Secondly, by removing the 224 

mean-activity level within each time-window, the voltage fluctuations are normalized. This is 225 

similar to taking a neutral pre-stimulus baseline, as is common in ERP analysis. Notably, this 226 

also removes stable activity traces that do not change within the chosen time-window, 227 

making this approach ideal to decode transient, stimulus-evoked activation patterns, while 228 

disregarding more stationary neural processes. The following details of the analyses were the 229 

same for each experiment, unless explicitly stated. 230 

For the time-course analysis, we used a sliding window approach that takes into account the 231 

relative voltage changes within a 100 ms window. The time-points within 100 ms of each 232 

channel and trial were first down-sampled by taking the average every 10 ms, resulting in 10 233 

voltage values for each channel. Next, the mean activity within that time-window of each 234 
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channel was subtracted from each individual voltage value. All 10 voltage values per channel 235 

were then used as features for the 8-fold cross-validation decoding approach. 236 

We used Mahalanobis distance (De Maesschalck, Jouan-Rimbaud, & Massart, 2000) to take 237 

advantage of the potentially parametric neural activity underlying the processing and 238 

maintenance of orientations and tones. The distances between each of the left-out test-trials 239 

and the averaged, condition-specific patterns of the train-trials (tones and orientations in the 240 

auditory and visual experiment, respectively), were computed, with the covariance matrix 241 

estimated from the train-trials using a shrinkage estimator (Ledoit & Wolf, 2004). To acquire 242 

reliable distance estimates, this process was repeated 50 times, where the data was randomly 243 

partitioned into 8 folds using stratified sampling each time. The number of trials of each 244 

condition (orientation/tone frequency) of the 7 train-folds were equalized by randomly 245 

subsampling the minimum number of condition-specific trials to ensure an unbiased training 246 

set. The average was then taken of these repetitions. For each trial the 8 distances (one of 247 

each stimulus condition) were sign-reversed for interpretation purposes, so that higher values 248 

reflect higher pattern-similarity between test and train-trials. For visualization, the sign-249 

reversed distances were furthermore mean-centred by subtracting the mean distance of all 250 

distances of a given trial and ordered as a function of tone difference, in 1 octave steps by 251 

averaging over adjacent half octave differences, and orientation differences.  252 

To summarize the expected positive relationship between tone-similarity and neural 253 

activation similarity (indicative of tone-specific information in the recorded signal) into a 254 

single value in the auditory WM experiment, the absolute tonal differences were linearly 255 

regressed against the corresponding pattern similarity values for each trials. The obtained 256 

beta values of the slopes were then averaged across all trials to represent “decoding 257 

accuracy”, where high values suggest a strong positive effect of tone similarity on neural 258 

pattern similarity. To summarize the tuning curves in the visual WM experiment, we 259 
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computed the cosine vector means (Wolff et al., 2017), where high values suggest evidence 260 

for orientation decoding.  261 

The approach described above was repeated in steps of 8 ms across time (-52 to 900 ms 262 

relative to item 1 and 2 onset, and -52 to 500 ms relative to auditory and visual onset). The 263 

decoding values were averaged over trials, and the decoding time-course was smoothed with 264 

a Gaussian smoothing kernel (s.d. = 16 ms). Within the time-window, information was 265 

pooled from -100 to 0 ms relative to a specific time-point. By only including data-points from 266 

before the time-point of interest, it is ensured that decoding onsets can be more easily 267 

interpreted, whereas decoding offsets should be interpreted with caution (Grootswagers et al., 268 

2017). In addition to the sliding window approach, we also pooled information multivariately 269 

across the whole time-window of interest (Nemrodov et al., 2018). As before, the data was 270 

first down-sampled by taking the average every 10 ms, and the mean activity from 100 to 400 271 

ms relative to impulse onset was subtracted. The resulting 30 values per channel were then 272 

provided to the multivariate decoding approach in the same way as above, resulting in a 273 

single decoding value per participant. The time-window of interest was based on previous 274 

findings showing that the WM-dependent impulse response is largely confined within that 275 

window (Wolff et al., 2017). Additionally, items in the item-presentation epochs were also 276 

decoded using each channel separately, using the data from 100-400 ms relative to onset. 277 

Decoding topographies were visualized using fieldtrip (Oostenveld et al., 2010). 278 

Cross-epoch generalization analysis 279 

We also tested if WM-related decoding in the impulse epochs generalized to the memory 280 

presentation. Instead of using the same epoch (100-400 ms) for training and testing, as 281 

described above, the classifier was trained on the memory item epoch and tested on the 282 

impulse epoch that contained significant item decoding (and vice versa). In the auditory task, 283 
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we also tested if the different impulse epochs cross-generalized by training on the visual and 284 

testing on the auditory impulse (and vice versa). 285 

Representational similarity analysis 286 

While the decoding approach outlined above takes into account the potentially parametric 287 

relationship of pitch/orientation difference, it is not an explicit test for the presence of a 288 

parametric relationship. Indeed, decodability could theoretically be solely driven by high 289 

within stimulus-condition pattern similarity, and equally low pattern similarities of all 290 

between stimulus-condition comparisons. To explicitly test for a linear/circular relationship 291 

between stimuli, and explore additional stimulus coding schemes, we used representational 292 

similarity analysis (RSA; Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Bandettini, 2008). 293 

The RSA was based on the mahalanobis distances between all stimulus conditions (unique 294 

orientations and frequencies) in both experiments using the same time-window of interest as 295 

in the decoding approach described above (100-400 ms relative to stimulus onset). For each 296 

participant, the number of trials of each stimulus condition were equalized by randomly 297 

subsampling the minimum number of trials of a condition before taking the average across all 298 

same stimulus condition trials and computing all pairwise mahalanobis distances. This 299 

procedure was repeated 50 times, with random subsamples each time, before averaging them 300 

all into a single representation dissimilarity matrix (RDM). The covariance matrix was 301 

computed from all trials using the shrinkage estimator (Ledoit & Wolf, 2004). Since each 302 

experiment contained 8 unique memory items, this resulted in an 8 x 8 RDM for each 303 

participant and epoch of interest. 304 

For the RSA in the auditory WM experiment we considered two models; a positive linear 305 

relationship between absolute pitch height difference (i.e., the more dissimilar pitch 306 

frequency, the more dissimilar the brain activity patterns), and a positive relationship of pitch 307 
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chroma (i.e. higher similarity between brain activity patterns of the same pitch chromas). 308 

Note that the tone frequencies used in the experiment increased in half octave steps. Every 309 

other tone had thus the same pitch chroma (i.e. the same note in a different octave). The 310 

model RDMs are shown for illustration in Figure 4A. The model RDMs were z-scored to 311 

make the corresponding model fits between them more comparable, before entering both of 312 

them into a multiple regression analysis with the data RDM. 313 

In the visual WM experiment we also considered two models. The first model was designed 314 

to capture the circular relationship between absolute orientation difference (i.e., the more 315 

dissimilar the orientation, the more dissimilar the brain activity patterns). The second model 316 

was designed to capture the specialization of cardinal orientations (i.e., horizontal and 317 

vertical) that could reflect the “oblique effect”, where orientations close to the cardinal axes 318 

are discriminated and recalled more accurately than more oblique orientations (Appelle, 319 

1972; Pratte, Park, Rademaker, & Tong, 2017). The model assumed the extreme case, where 320 

orientations are clustered into one of three categories depending on their circular distance to 321 

vertical, horizontal, or oblique angles. This captures the relatively higher dissimilarity and 322 

distinctiveness of the cardinal axes (vertical and horizontal) compared to the oblique axes (-323 

45 degrees and +45 degrees) and reflects neurophysiological findings of an increased number 324 

of neurons tuned to the cardinal axes (Shen, Tao, Zhang, Smith, & Chino, 2014). The model 325 

RDMs are shown for illustration in Figure 4D. The model RDMs were also z-scored and then 326 

both included into a multiple regression with the data RDM. 327 

Statistical Analysis 328 

All statistical tests were the same between experiments. Sample sizes of all analyses were 329 

n=30 and n=28 in the auditory and visual tasks, respectively. Sample size of the event-related 330 

potential (ERP) analyses as a function of impulse modality and task was n=16, as it only 331 
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included participants who participated in both WM tasks. To determine if the decoding values 332 

(see above) or model fits of the RSA are higher than 0 or different between items, or if the 333 

evoked potentials were different between tasks, we used a non-parametric sign-permutation 334 

test (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007). The sign of the decoding value, model fit value, or voltage 335 

difference of each participant was randomly flipped 100.000 times with a probability of 50%. 336 

The p value was derived from the resulting null distribution. The above procedure was 337 

repeated for each time-point for time-series results. A cluster based permutation test (100.000 338 

permutations) was used to correct for multiple comparisons over time using a cluster forming 339 

and cluster significance threshold of p < 0.05. Complementary Bayes factors to test for 340 

decoding evidence for the cued and uncued items within each impulse epoch separately were 341 

also computed.   342 

We were also interested if there were differential effects on the decoding results between 343 

cueing (cued/uncued) and impulse modality (auditory/visual) during WM maintenance. To 344 

test this, we computed the Bayes factors of models with and without each of these predictors 345 

versus the null model that only included subjects as a predictor (Bayesian equivalent of 346 

repeated measures ANOVA). The freely available software package JASP (JASP Team, 347 

2018) was used to compute Bayes factors. 348 

Differences in behavioural performance between tasks were tested with the partially 349 

overlapping samples t-test (Derrick, Toher, & White, 2017), since only some participants 350 

took part in both tasks. No violations of normality or equality of variances were detected. 351 

Code and data availability 352 

All data and custom Matlab scripts used to generate the results and figures of this manuscript 353 

are available from the OSF database (osf.io/ u7k3q).  354 

 355 
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Results 356 

Behavioural results 357 

Behavioural task performance was M = 82.322%, SD = 8.841% in the auditory WM task 358 

(Fig. 1B), and M = 87.908%, SD = 6.374% in the visual WM task (Fig. 1D). Performance 359 

was significantly higher in the visual than in the auditory task, t(33.379) = 2.776, p = 0.009, 360 

two-sided. Despite this difference, it is clear that participants performed well above chance in 361 

both tasks, suggesting that the relevant sensory features were reliably remembered and 362 

recalled. 363 

Decoding visual and auditory stimuli 364 

Auditory WM task 365 

The neural dynamics of auditory stimulus processing suggest a parametric effect, with a 366 

positive relationship between tone and pattern similarity (Fig. 2A & C) for both memory 367 

items. The neural dynamics showed significant item-specific decoding clusters during, and 368 

shortly after, corresponding item presentation for item 1 (44 to 708 ms relative to item 1 369 

onset, p < 0.001, one-sided, corrected) and item 2 (28 to 572 ms relative to item 2 onset, p < 370 

0.001, one-sided, corrected; Fig. 2B). The topographies of channel-wise item decoding for 371 

each item using the neural data from 100-400 ms after item onset, revealed strong decoding 372 

for frontal-central and lateral electrodes (Fig. 2D), suggesting that the tone-specific neural 373 

activity is most likely generated by the auditory cortex (Chang, Bosnyak, & Trainor, 2016). 374 

These results provide evidence that stimulus-evoked neural activity fluctuations contain 375 

information about presented tones that can be decoded from EEG. 376 

Visual WM task 377 
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Processing of visual orientations also showed a parametric effect (Fig. 2E & G), replicating 378 

previous findings (Saproo & Serences, 2010). The item-specific decoding time-courses of the 379 

dynamic activity showed significant decoding clusters during and shortly after item 380 

presentation (item 1: 84-724 ms, p < 0.001; item 2: 84-636 ms, p < 0.001, one-sided, 381 

corrected). As expected, the topographies of channel-wise item-decoding showed strong 382 

effects in posterior channels that are associated with the visual cortex. 383 

 384 

 385 

Figure 2. Decoding during item encoding 386 

A-C, Auditory WM task. D-F, Visual WM task. A & D, Normalized average pattern 387 

similarity (mean-centred, sign-reversed mahalanobis distance) of the neural dynamics for 388 

each time-point between trials as a function of tone similarity in A and orientation similarity 389 

in D, separately for item 1 and item 2, in item 1 and item 2 epochs, respectively. Bars on the 390 

horizontal axes indicate item presentations. B & E, Beta values in B and cosine vector means 391 

in E of pattern similarities for item 1 and 2. Upper bars and corresponding shading indicate 392 
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significant values. Error shading indicates 95% C. I. of the mean. C & F, Topographies of 393 

each item of channel-wise decoding (100-400 ms relative to item onset). 394 

 395 

Content-specific impulse responses 396 

Auditory WM task 397 

In the auditory impulse epoch, the neural dynamics time-course revealed significant cued-398 

item decoding (180-308 ms, p = 0.004, one-sided, corrected), while no clusters were present 399 

for the uncued item (Fig. 3A & B, left). Similarly, the cued item was decodable in the visual 400 

impulse epoch (204-372 ms, p = 0.009, one-sided, corrected), while the uncued item was not 401 

(Fig. 3A & B, right).  402 

The time-of-interest (100-400 ms relative to impulse onset) analysis provided similar results. 403 

The cued item showed strong decoding in both impulse epochs (auditory impulse: Bayes 404 

factor = 11462.607, p < 0.001; visual impulse: Bayes factor = 85.843, p < 0.001, one-sided), 405 

but the uncued item did not (auditory impulse: Bayes factor = 0.968, p = 0.075; visual 406 

impulse: Bayes factor = 0.204, p = 0.476, one-sided; Fig. 3C). A model only including the 407 

cueing predictor yielded the highest Bayes factor of 8.123 (± 0.996 %) compared to the null 408 

model. A model including impulse modality as a predictor resulted in a Bayes factor of 0.848 409 

(± 1.075 %). Including both predictors (impulse modality and cueing) in the model resulted in 410 

a Bayes factor of 7.553 (± 0.991 %) that was slightly lower than only including cueing.   411 

Taken together, these results provided strong evidence that both impulse stimuli elicit neural 412 

responses that contain information about the cued item in auditory WM, but none about the 413 

uncued item. 414 

Visual WM task 415 
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No significant time clusters were present in the auditory impulse epoch of the visual WM 416 

experiment for either the cued or the uncued item task (Fig. 3D & E, left). The decoding 417 

time-course of the visual impulse epoch revealed a significant decoding cluster of the cued 418 

item (108-396 ms, p <0.001, one-sided, corrected) but not for the uncued item (Fig. 3D & E, 419 

right), replicating previous findings (Wolff et al., 2017).  420 

The analysis on the time-of-interest interval (100-400 ms) showed the same pattern of results; 421 

neither the cued, nor uncued item in the auditory impulse epoch showed above 0 decoding 422 

(cued: Bayes factor = 0.236, p = 0.417; uncued: Bayes factor = 0.119, p = 0.787, one-sided). 423 

In the visual impulse epoch the cued item showed strong decodability (Bayes factor = 424 

1695.823, p < 0.001, one-sided) but the uncued item did not (Bayes factor = 0.236, p = 0.421, 425 

one-sided; Fig 3F). A model including both predictors (cueing and impulse modality) as well 426 

as their interaction resulted in the highest Bayes factor compared to the null model (Bayes 427 

factor = 56.284 (± 1.557 %)). Models with each predictor alone resulted in notably smaller 428 

Bayes factors (cueing: Bayes factor = 6.26 (± 0.398 %); impulse modality: Bayes factor = 429 

5.877 (± 0.686 %)). The Bayes factor of the model including both predictors without 430 

interaction (46.728 (± 0.886 %)) was only 1.205 times smaller than the model that also 431 

included the interaction, highlighting that while there was strong evidence in favour of both 432 

impulse modality and cueing, there was only weak evidence in favour of an interaction. 433 

Overall, these results provided evidence that while a visual impulse clearly evokes a neural 434 

response that contains information about the cued visual WM item, replicating previous 435 

findings (Wolff et al., 2017), an auditory impulse does not.  436 

 437 
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 438 

Figure 3. Decoding auditory and visual WM content from the impulse response 439 

A-C, Auditory WM task. D-F, Visual WM task. A & D, Normalized average pattern 440 

similarity (mean-centred, sign-reversed mahalanobis distance) of the neural dynamics for 441 

each time-point between trials as a function of tone similarity in A and orientation similarity 442 

in D. Top row: cued item. Bottom row: uncued item. Left column: auditory impulse. Right 443 

column: visual impulse. B & E, Decoding accuracy time-course: Beta values in B and cosine 444 

vector means in E of pattern similarities for cued (blue) and uncued item (black). Upper bars 445 

and shading indicate significant values of the corresponding item. Error shading indicate 95% 446 

C. I. of the mean. C & F, Boxplots show the overall decoding accuracies for the cued (blue) 447 

and uncued (black) item, using the whole time-window of interest (100-400 ms relative to 448 

onset) from the auditory (left) and visual (right) impulse epoch. Centre lines indicate the 449 

median; box outlines show 25th and 75th percentiles, and whiskers indicate 1.5x the 450 

interquartile range. Extreme values are shown separately (dots). Superimposed circles and 451 
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error bars indicate mean and its 95% C.I., respectively. Asterisks indicate significant 452 

decoding accuracies (p < 0.05, one-sided). 453 

 454 

Parametric encoding and maintenance of auditory pitch and visual orientation 455 

As indicated, RSA was performed to explicitly test and explore for specific stimulus coding 456 

relationships in both experiments (Fig. 4A & D). 457 

Auditory WM task 458 

The RDMs of each epoch of interest are shown in Fig. 4B. There was strong evidence in 459 

favour of the pitch height difference model during item encoding (item 1 and item 2 460 

presentation epochs; Bayes factor > 100.000,  p < 0.001, one-sided) while evidence against 461 

the pitch chroma model was evident (Bayes factor = 0.177, p = 0.523, one-sided; Fig. 4B & 462 

C, left). Moderate evidence in favour of the pitch height model was also evident for the cued 463 

item in the auditory impulse epoch (Bayes factor = 4.016, p = 0.0113, one sided), while there 464 

was weak evidence against the pitch chroma model (Bayes factor = 0.838, p = 0.079, one 465 

sided; Fig. 4B & C, middle). The visual impulse epoch also suggested a pitch height coding 466 

model of the cued auditory item, though the evidence was weak (Bayes factor = 1.346, p = 467 

0.049, one sided), and there was again evidence against the pitch chroma model of the cued 468 

item (Bayes factor = 0.123, p = 0.736, one-sided; Fig. 4B & C, right). 469 

Overall, these RSA results provide evidence that both the encoding and maintenance of pure 470 

tones are coded parametrically according to pitch height (Uluç et al., 2018), but not pitch 471 

chroma. 472 

Visual WM task 473 
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The RDMs of the averaged encoding epochs (item 1 and item 2) and the visual impulse epoch 474 

are shown in Fig. 4E. There was strong evidence in favour for a circular orientation 475 

difference code (Bayes factor > 100.000, p < 0.001, one-sided), as well as an additional 476 

“cardinal specialization” code (Bayes factor > 100.000, p < 0.001, one-sided) during item 477 

encoding (Fig. 4E & F, left). The evoked neural response by the visual impulse also provided 478 

strong evidence for a circular orientation difference code for the maintenance of the cued 479 

item (Bayes factor = 362.672, p < 0.001, one-sided). No evidence in favour of an additional 480 

“cardinal specialization” code during maintenance was found, however (Bayes factor = 481 

0.252, p = 0.318, one-sided; Fig. 4E & F, right). 482 

These results provide evidence that orientations are encoded and maintained in a parametric, 483 

orientation selective code (e.g. Ringach, Shapley, & Hawken, 2002; Saproo & Serences, 484 

2010). We additionally considered the “cardinal specialization” coding model, which 485 

captures the expected increased neural distinctiveness of horizontal and vertical orientations 486 

compared to tilted orientations, based on the superior visual discrimination of cardinal 487 

orientations (Appelle, 1972) as well as previous neurophysiological reports of cardinal 488 

specialization (Li, Peterson, & Freeman, 2003; Shen et al., 2014). Evidence for this model 489 

was only found during orientation encoding, but not maintenance. 490 
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 491 

Figure 4. Stimulus coding relationship during encoding and maintenance  492 

A-C, Auditory WM task. D-F, Visual WM task. A & D, Model RDMs of pitch (A) and 493 

orientation (D). B & E, Data RDMs. C & F, Model fits of model RDMs on data RDMs. 494 

Centre lines indicate the median; box outlines show 25th and 75th percentiles, and whiskers 495 

indicate 1.5x the interquartile range. Extreme values are shown separately (dots). 496 

Superimposed circles and error bars indicate mean its 95% C.I, respectively. Asterisks 497 

indicate significant model fits (p < 0.05, one-sided). 498 

 499 

No WM-specific cross-generalization between impulse and WM-item presentation 500 

It has been shown previously that the visual WM-dependent impulse response does not cross-501 

generalize with visual item processing (Wolff et al., 2015). Here we tested if this is also the 502 

case for auditory WM, and additionally explored the cross-generalizability between impulses.  503 

Auditory WM task 504 
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The representation of the cued item did neither cross-generalise between item presentation 505 

and either of the impulse epochs (auditory impulse: Bayes factor = 0.225, p = 0.58; visual 506 

impulse: Bayes factor = 0.356, p = 0.26, two-sided), nor between impulse epochs (Bayes 507 

factor = 0.267, p = 0.417, two-sided; Fig. 5A). 508 

Visual WM task 509 

Replicating previous reports (Wolff et al., 2015, 2017), the visual impulse response of the 510 

cued visual item did not cross-generalize with item processing during item presentation 511 

(Bayes factor = 0.491, p = 0.168, two-sided; Fig. 5B).  512 

 513 

 514 

Figure 5. Cross-generalization between epochs 515 

A, Cross-generalization of the cued item between the memory item epoch and impulse 516 

epochs in the auditory WM task. B, Cross-generalization between visual impulse and 517 

memory item in the visual WM task. Centre lines indicate the median; box outlines show 25th 518 

and 75th percentiles, and whiskers indicate 1.5x the interquartile range. Extreme values are 519 

shown separately (dots). Superimposed circles and error bars indicate mean and its 95% C.I, 520 

respectively.  521 
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 522 

Evoked response magnitudes of impulse stimuli are comparable between tasks 523 

Since the impulse stimuli were always the same across trials, presented at the same relative 524 

time within each trial, and were completely task irrelevant, we believe that the WM-specific 525 

impulse responses reported here and in previous work rely on low-level interactions of the 526 

impulse stimuli with the WM network, which do not depend on higher order cognitive 527 

processing of the impulse.   528 

Nevertheless, it could be argued that the impulse stimuli are differentially processed even at 529 

an early stage between the WM tasks. Since the auditory impulse was the only auditory 530 

stimulus in the visual WM task, it may have been more easily filtered out and ignored 531 

compared to the other impulse stimuli. Indeed, it is possible that the neural response to the 532 

auditory impulse stimulus was just too “weak” to result in a measurable, WM-specific neural 533 

response in the visual WM task. However, given the uniqueness of the auditory impulse in 534 

the visual WM task, the opposite could be argued as well.  535 

To test for potential differences of attentional filtering of impulse stimuli between tasks, we 536 

examined the event-related potentials (ERPs) to the impulse stimuli in both tasks from 537 

electrodes associated with sensory processing (Fz, FCz, and Cz for auditory impulse; O1, Oz, 538 

and O2 for visual impulse). If there is indeed a difference in early sensory processing, this 539 

should be visible in associated early evoked responses within 250 ms of stimulus presentation 540 

(Boutros, Korzyukov, Jansen, Feingold, & Bell, 2004; Luck, Woodman, & Vogel, 2000). 541 

Because ERPs are subject to large individual differences, only participants who participated 542 

in both tasks (n = 16) were included in this analysis. 543 

We also considered potential voltage differences between tasks from 250 ms to 500 ms post 544 

impulse onsets to test. This is the expected time range of the P3 ERP component and its two 545 
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subcomponents, the P3a and the P3b, which have been linked to the attentional processing of 546 

rare and unpredictable non-targets, and the processing (including memory consolidation) of 547 

target stimuli, respectively (Polich, 2007; Squires, Squires, & Hillyard, 1975). The presence 548 

of these components would imply that higher-order cognitive processes may be involved in 549 

the processing of the impulses, despite their regularity and task-irrelevance. To explore if the 550 

impulses elicited these endogenous components and test for potential differences between 551 

tasks, we considered the average voltages from channels Fz, FCz, and Cz for the P3a, and the 552 

average voltage from Pz for the P3b (Conroy & Polich, 2007). 553 

Auditory ERPs 554 

The early auditory ERP evoked from the auditory impulse stimulus within each task is shown 555 

in fig. 6A on the left. The P50, N1, and P2 components, all of which have been shown to be 556 

reduced when irrelevant auditory stimuli are filtered out (sensory gating; (e.g. Boutros et al., 557 

2004; Cromwell, Mears, Wan, & Boutros, 2008; Kisley, Noecker, & Guinther, 2004), can 558 

clearly be identified in both tasks. One time-cluster of the difference between tasks was 559 

significant within the time-window of interest (148 to 184 ms, p = 0.048, two-sided, 560 

corrected). Visual inspection of the ERPs suggests that while there is no difference in P50 561 

and N1amplitude between tasks, P2 amplitude is larger in the visual than in the auditory task. 562 

Note that this difference goes in the opposite direction as would be expected if the auditory 563 

impulse stimulus was somehow more easily filtered out and ignored in the visual than in the 564 

auditory task.  565 

The late ERP elicited by the auditory impulse stimuli in both tasks in shown in fig. 6A on the 566 

right. Visual inspection of the voltage traces suggests that no clear P3a or P3b components 567 

are evident, though it could be argued that the upward inflection at 300 ms in the 568 

frontal/central electrodes hints at a small P3a component (Fig. 6A, bottom right). 569 
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Nevertheless, no significant time-clusters in the difference between the auditory and the 570 

visual WM task were found in the time-window of interest in either voltage trace (p > 0.19, 571 

two-sided, corrected). 572 

Visual ERPs 573 

The early visual impulse ERP recorded from occipital electrodes is shown in fig. 6B on the 574 

left. Early components of interest (C1, P1, N1), which have been shown to be modulated by 575 

attentional processes (e.g. Di Russo, Martínez, & Hillyard, 2003; Luck et al., 2000; Rauss, 576 

Pourtois, Vuilleumier, & Schwartz, 2009), have been marked. Visual inspection suggests that 577 

there are no discernible differences in these visual components between tasks. Indeed, no 578 

significant time-clusters were found (p > 0.19, two-sided, corrected), suggesting that the 579 

visual impulse stimulus was processed similarly between tasks. 580 

The late ERP in response to the visual impulse stimuli is shown in fig. 6B on the right. One 581 

significant time-cluster of the difference of the voltage traces between tasks was found in the 582 

frontal/central electrodes (266 to 322 ms, p = 0.023, two-sided, corrected; Fig. 6B bottom 583 

right). Visual inspection suggests that this could be due to a higher P3a amplitude in the 584 

visual than in the auditory task, implying that the visual impulse elicited more attentional 585 

processes. However, due to the generally small amplitude, a clear conclusion on what caused 586 

this difference cannot be drawn. Note that the visual impulse stimulus resulted in WM-587 

specific responses in both tasks, so the observed voltage difference does not reconcile those 588 

findings. No time-clusters were found in the voltage difference between tasks on the posterior 589 

electrode (Fig. 6B, top right). 590 

 591 
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 592 

Figure 6. Evoked responses to impulse stimuli as a function of task for participants who 593 

participated in both tasks (n=16).  594 

A, Average voltages evoked by auditory impulse in the auditory task (red) and visual task 595 

(orange). Difference voltage (auditory task minus visual task) is plotted in black. Individual 596 

ERP components of interest are labelled. Error shadings are 95% C. I. of the mean. The 597 

significant time-cluster of difference is indicated by the black bar (p < 0.05, corrected, two-598 

sided). B, Average voltages evoked by the visual impulse. Same convention as in A.  599 

 600 

Discussion 601 

It has been shown that the bottom-up neural response to a visual impulse presented during the 602 

delay of a visual WM task contains information about relevant visual WM content (Wolff et 603 

al., 2015, 2017), which is consistent with WM theories that assume information is maintained 604 

in activity-silent brain states (Stokes, 2015). We used this approach to investigate whether 605 

sensory information is maintained within sensory-specific neural networks, shielded from 606 

other sensory processing areas. We show that the neural impulse response to sensory-specific 607 

stimulation is WM content-specific not only in visual WM, but also in auditory WM, 608 

demonstrating the feasibility and generalisability of the approach in the auditory domain. 609 

Furthermore, for auditory WM, a content-specific response was obtained not only during 610 
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auditory, but also during visual stimulation, suggesting a sensory modality-unspecific path to 611 

access the auditory WM network. In contrast, only visual, but not auditory, stimulation 612 

evoked a neural response containing relevant visual WM content. This pattern of impulse 613 

responsivity supports the idea that visual pathways may be more dominant in WM 614 

maintenance. 615 

Recent studies have shown that delay activity in the auditory cortex reflects the content of 616 

auditory WM (Huang et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2016; Uluç et al., 2018). Thus, similar to 617 

visual WM maintenance, which has been found to result in content-specific delay activity in 618 

the visual cortex (Harrison & Tong, 2009), auditory WM content is also maintained in a 619 

network that recruits the same brain area responsible for sensory processing. However, 620 

numerous visual WM studies have shown that content-specific delay activity may in fact 621 

reflect the focus of attention (Lewis-Peacock, Drysdale, Oberauer, & Postle, 2011; Sprague, 622 

Ester, & Serences, 2016; Watanabe & Funahashi, 2014). The memoranda themselves may 623 

instead be represented within connectivity patterns that generate a distinct neural response 624 

profile to internal or external neural stimulation (Lundqvist et al., 2016; Rose et al., 2016; 625 

Wolff et al., 2017). While previous research has focused on visual WM, we now provide 626 

evidence for a neural impulse response that reflects auditory WM content, suggesting a 627 

similar neural mechanism for auditory WM.  628 

The neural response to a visual impulse stimulus also contained information about the 629 

behaviourally relevant pitch. It has been shown that visual stimulation can result in neural 630 

activity in the auditory cortex (Martuzzi et al., 2007; Morrill & Hasenstaub, 2018). Thus, 631 

direct connectivity between visual and auditory areas (Eckert et al., 2008) might be such that 632 

visual stimulation activates auditory WM representations in auditory cortex, providing an 633 

alternate access pathway. Alternatively, visual cortex itself might retain auditory information. 634 

It has been shown that natural sounds can be decoded from the activity in the visual cortex 635 
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during processing and imagination (Vetter, Smith, & Muckli, 2014). Even though pure tones 636 

were used in the present study, it is nevertheless possible that they have been visualised, for 637 

example by imagining the pitch as a location in space. Tones may have also resulted in 638 

semantic representations, by categorising them into arbitrary sets of low, medium, and high 639 

tones. The decodable signal from the impulse response might thus not necessarily originate 640 

from the sensory processing areas, but rather from higher brain regions such as the prefrontal 641 

cortex (Stokes et al., 2013). Future studies that employ imaging tools with high spatial 642 

resolution might be able to arbitrate the neural origin of the cross-modal impulse response in 643 

WM. 644 

While the neural impulse response to visual stimulus contained information about the 645 

relevant visual WM item, replicating previous results (Wolff et al., 2017), the neural response 646 

to external auditory stimulation did not. This suggests that, in contrast to auditory 647 

information, visual information is maintained in a sensory-specific neural network with no 648 

evidence of content-specific connectivity with the auditory system, possibly reflecting the 649 

visual dominance of the human brain (Posner, Nissen, & Klein, 1976). Indeed, while it has 650 

been found that auditory stimulation results in neural activity in the visual cortex, it is notably 651 

weaker than the other way around (Martuzzi et al., 2007), which corresponds with our 652 

asymmetric findings of sensory specific and sensory non-specific impulse responses of visual 653 

and auditory WM.   654 

One might argue that the asymmetric findings reported here could result from the asymmetry 655 

between experiments; whereas the auditory impulse was the only non-visual stimulus in the 656 

visual task, the auditory task contained several non-auditory stimuli (cue, fixation cross, 657 

visual impulse). The auditory impulse may have thus been more easily filtered out in the 658 

visual task, causing the neural response to be too “weak” to perturb the neural WM network. 659 

However, we found no evidence for this alternative explanation. None of the early sensory 660 
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auditory ERPs were smaller in amplitude in the visual task compared to the auditory task. 661 

Indeed, the auditory P2 was larger in the visual task, the opposite direction as would be 662 

expected if the auditory impulse was more easily ignored. There were furthermore no reliable 663 

differences in the early visual ERPs between tasks. In the later time window, there was no 664 

difference in the auditory ERPs either. The visual ERP at frontal electrodes did show elevated 665 

amplitude from 266 to 322 ms in the visual task, but the posterior electrode showed no 666 

difference. Perhaps most obvious was the lack of a clear P3 component in general, suggesting 667 

that the impulses did not elicit higher-level cognitive processing (see Polich, 2007 for review 668 

on P3). This is not unexpected, given their predictability and task-irrelevance in both tasks 669 

and modalities. Collectively, the ERPs do not support the idea that there might be systematic 670 

differences in impulse processing that could explain the differences in WM-specific impulse 671 

responses between tasks. 672 

We found that both the processing and maintenance of pure tones was coded parametrically 673 

according to the height of the pitch, similar to previous reports of parametric auditory WM 674 

(Spitzer & Blankenburg, 2012; Uluç et al., 2018). On the other hand, a neural code for pitch 675 

chroma, the cyclical similarity of the same notes across different octaves, was not found 676 

during either perception or maintenance. It has previously been found that complex tones 677 

may be more likely to result in a neural representation of pitch chroma than pure tones (as 678 

were used in this study) during perception (Briley, Breakey, & Krumbholz, 2013). 679 

Visual orientations were clearly coded parametrically during encoding and maintenance, 680 

replicating previous findings (e.g., Saproo & Serences, 2010). Interestingly, we also found 681 

evidence for a neural coding scheme that reflects the specialization of orientations close to 682 

the cardinal axes (horizontal and vertical) compared to the oblique orientations during the 683 

encoding of orientations. This coding scheme is related to the previously reported “oblique 684 

effect” (higher discrimination and report accuracy of cardinal compared to oblique 685 
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orientations; (Appelle, 1972)), and neural evidence for specialized neural structures in cat and 686 

macaque visual cortices for cardinal orientations (Li et al., 2003; Shen et al., 2014). The 687 

visual impulse response did not reveal such a coding scheme during maintenance, however, 688 

which could reflect a genuinely different coding scheme, but could also be due to the 689 

generally weaker orientation code during maintenance. 690 

It has been reported that the WM-related neural pattern evoked by the impulse response does 691 

not cross-generalize with the neural activity evoked by the memory stimulus itself (Wolff et 692 

al., 2015), suggesting that the neural activation patterns are qualitatively different. In the 693 

present study, we also found no cross-generalization between item processing and the 694 

impulse response, neither in the visual nor in the auditory WM task. The neural 695 

representation of WM content may thus not be an exact copy of stimulation history, literally 696 

reflecting the activity pattern during information processing and encoding, but rather a 697 

reconfigured code that is optimized for future behavioural demands (Myers, Stokes, & Nobre, 698 

2017). Similarly, no generalizability was found between auditory and visual impulse 699 

responses in the auditory task. This could suggest that distinct neural networks are perturbed 700 

by the different impulse modalities, or, as alluded to above, that it reflects the unique 701 

interaction between impulses and the perturbed neural network. Future research should 702 

employ neural imaging tools with high spatial resolution to investigate the neural populations 703 

involved in the WM-dependent impulse response. 704 

The present results provide a novel approach to the ongoing debate on the extent to which 705 

sensory processing areas are essential for the maintenance of information in WM (Gayet, 706 

Paffen, & Van der Stigchel, 2018; Scimeca et al., 2018; Xu, 2018). This is usually 707 

investigated by measuring WM-specific delay activity in the visual cortex in visual WM tasks 708 

(Bettencourt & Xu, 2016; Harrison & Tong, 2009), where null results are interpreted as 709 

evidence against the involvement of specific brain regions, which is inherently problematic 710 
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(Ester, Rademaker, & Sprague, 2016), and by which non-active WM states are not 711 

considered. In the present study, we found that sensory-specific stimulation, and both sensory 712 

specific and non-specific stimulation, resulted in WM-specific neural responses during the 713 

maintenance of visual and auditory information, respectively. Sensory cortices were thus 714 

linked to WM maintenance not by relying on ambient delay activity, but rather by perturbing 715 

the underlying, connectivity-dependent, representational WM network via a bottom-up neural 716 

response.  717 
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